
TAMAR TRAILS and CHIMNEY ROCK 

Gunnislake, the spotless village through which many of 

us travelled this morning to reach the Tamar Trails, has 

just won a top level award from the R.H.S. in respect of 

their volunteer-led community gardening efforts, so 

well done to everyone involved. But apparently it wasn’t always an attractive place to live; turn the 

clock back to the mid 19th century and one correspondent wrote “It would be more difficult to find a 

worse country residence than Gunnislake.” He went on to say that “I believe that all the houses in 

Gunnislake are provided with a closet and a cesspool. Many allow these to overflow but most people 

put the contents on the garden in either the front or the rear of the house. Thus every householder 

has not only a cesspool but also a private manure heap from whence to draw a supply of fever and 

disease.” This was at a time when Typhoid was rife in Britain and this correspondent was writing in 

1860 about going from house to house describing the sick people he found there so perhaps he was 

a doctor…… he concluded by saying “But after all, the most astonishing fact remains that there are 

still some people alive at Gunnislake, in spite of cesspools and dung heaps!  Yet this unlucky village 

lies in the midst of great riches; within a gunshot is seen that greatest mine of wealth, the Devon 

Great Consols from whence un-heard of quantities of copper have been sent to be turned into gold”. 

Devon Great Consols is of course the very same place where we were 

headed today but in the 21st century it is known colloquially as the 

Tamar Trails. After having been made safe several years ago, the site 

has become a fantastic place to walk and just like the large village of 

Gunnislake, people go there from choice. Our walk began from the car 

park and very soon we were on this higher path parallel with the road 

that we had driven along earlier but now our group were walking in 

the opposite direction towards the most southerly part of the site, in 

fact we had to walk through an underpass beneath one road and cross 

a quiet lane a bit further on before reaching the woodland and our 

final destination of Chimney Rock.  

Gunnislake could now be seen way over to our right, with its houses 

clinging to the hillside as they jostle for space. In places wet, sticky 

mud and standing water spread across the ground, but for the most part it was just leaves and a few 

husks  but we kept our heads down and followed the legs and feet in front of us, some were wearing 

gaiters but most wore waterproof trousers while all sported appropriate footwear. Although bright 

light was shining through the tree canopy for now, we had all seen the forecast for heavy rain later 

so knew what to expect so those backpacks probably held raincoats too.  



On we walked, 

finally arriving 

at our 

destination of 

Chimney Rock. 

Here in the 

woods it was 

eerily quiet 

with hardly a 

breath of 

wind. The 

majority waited while just four of us descended the rocky track down to the rock-face today. The 

weir could be seen through the branches of oak trees over to our 

left while, from this vantage point the Cornish village of Gunnislake 

looked close enough to touch, but inch forward a bit if you dare 

and the River Tamar can be seen way down below dividing/uniting 

our two counties.  

During the second half 

of this morning’s walk 

rows of pines stood 

straight and stiff like a 

platoon of soldiers 

awaiting the next 

order from their 

sergeant major! But by the time we stopped for a break 

we could hear rain pitter-pattering on their leaves 

above and soon it was raining 

quite heavily resulting in gravity carrying torrents of water downwards; low 

cloud descended rapidly making it dark, foreboding and quite atmospheric. 

Further on we began to hear gunfire off in the distance but it was difficult 

to pinpoint quite where it was coming from as it echoed through the trees. 

Then, near the end of our walk a lone pheasant flew across our path while 

another flew up into a tree to drop to the ground again only when it 

thought it was safe. As we continued along the gunshot grew louder and 

soon some men and two gun-dogs could be seen in a field near Gulworthy, 

but I don’t think they were even aware that we were nearby. The dogs 

dashed around flushing the 

birds out and the gunfire 

continued as rifles were 

pointed skywards; we saw a 

number of birds drop to the 

ground to be retrieved by the dogs before we made 

tracks back to where we had first started from. 



 

 

 

 

 


